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MULTIPLE SEESAW AT LOW ENERGYEmilian DudasLaboratoire de Physique ThéoriqueyUniv. de Paris-Sud, Bât. 210, 91405 Orsay Cedex, FraneandCentre de Physique Théorique, Eole Polytehnique91128 Palaiseau, Franeand Carlos A. SavoyServie de Physique Théorique, CEA/DSM/SPhT, CEA/Salayz91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Frane(Reeived June 3, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayA new mehanism for generating neutrino masses without a high-energymass sale is proposed. The mehanism needs a fundamental mass saleM in the 100�1000 TeV region and a minimal �eld ontent beyond theStandard Model one ontaining a pair of fermion singlets and a pair ofweak doublet fermions for eah neutrino mass, all of them with a mass oforder M . The neutrino mass appears by a multiple seesaw-type tree-leveldiagram. We provide an expliit model based on supersymmetry and anAbelian symmetry whih provides the required fermion mass matrix. Themehanism is natural in the ontext of string theories with a low fundamen-tal sale. Within an expliit example where the Abelian symmetry is alsoresponsible for the generation of fermion masses and mixings, we give a hintrelating the fermion mass matries and the weak mixing angle. By assum-ing the weak�strong ouplings uni�ation, one naturally �nds sin2 �w = 1=4at the fundamental sale.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 12.60.Jvy Unité Mixte de Reherhe du CNRS (UMR 8627).z Unité de reherhe assoiée au CNRS.(2547)



2548 E. Dudas, C.A. Savoy1. The minimal modelLet us onsider one ative neutrino in a theory whose fundamental masssale M is low, of the order of 100�1000 TeV [3, 4℄. In suh a ontext,the smallness of the neutrino masses annot be explained by the standardseesaw mehanism [1℄, whih would give muh too large values. A suessfulgeneration of neutrino masses asks in this ase for two onditions. The �rstis to forbid the operator responsible for the seesaw mass (1=M) HH�L�L.The seond is to generate a small neutrino mass by some other mehanism.Our proposal involves a minimal set of two Standard Model singletfermions 	1; 	2 and two SU(2)L doublets 	4; 	3 of hyperharges Y = �1=2,respetively. The symmetries of the model, whose disussion (in a parti-ular realization) is postponed to the next setion, give mass terms in theLagrangian of the form 12 V M V T ; (1)where the vetor V denotes the olletion of fermioni �eldsV = (�L; 	1; 	2; 	3; 	4) :The mass matrix M in (1) is given byM = 0BBB� 0 m1 0 0 0m1 M1 M2 m2 m30 M2 0 m4 m50 m2 m4 0 M30 m3 m5 M3 0 1CCCA : (2)The entries mi denote eletroweak-type mass terms, given by the va-uum expetation value(s) of the Higgs �eld(s), whereas the apital lettersMa denote Majorana mass terms (independent of the eletroweak sale),generially of the order of the fundamental sale, in our ase assumed to beof the order 100�1000 TeV. The eigenvalues/eigenvetors of the mass matrix(2) are obtained rather easily in the relevant approximation Ma � mi. Inthis limit, the mass matrix has a blok-diagonal form of a 3�3 matrix timesa 2�2 mass matrix. There are four heavy eigenstates of mass approximatelygiven by �2;3 ' 12 �M1 �qM21 + 4M22� ;�4;5 ' � M3 : (3)In this blok-diagonal limit, the lightest neutrino stays massless, despite thepresene of the Majorana mass term M1	1	1 in (2). This is easily explained



Multiple Seesaw at Low Energy 2549by onsidering the 3 � 3 upper blok in (2), whih has zero determinant.Indeed, by inverting the 2� 2 matrix blok for the singlets 	1; 	2M2 = �M1 M2M2 0 � ; (4)we get in the seesaw diagram entries in the singlet propagators of the typeS12(p = 0) = (1=M2) and S22(p = 0) = (M1=M2)2, where p is the momen-tum �owing into the fermion propagator. The main point here is that theS11(p = 0) entry is zero. Consequently, the usual seesaw diagram obtainedby integrating out the heavy 	1 �eld is forbidden. The neutrino mass ap-pears only by taking into aount the small 3 � 2 blok o�-diagonal termsin (2). In this ase, the light eigenvalue is most easily obtained by omputingthe determinant of the matrix (2)detM = �2 m4 m5 m21 M3 : (5)By ombining (3) and (5), we obtain the value of the light neutrino eigen-state, whih in our simpli�ed model is mostly given by the eletron neutrinom� = �1 ' �2m21m4m5M22M3 : (6)As expeted, the orresponding eigenvetor j�̂Li is mainly omposed of thelightest neutrino state. The expliit expression is given byj�̂Li ' j�Li � 2m1m4m5M22M3 j	1i � m1M2 j	2i+ m1m5M2M3 j	3i+ m1m4M2M3 j	4i : (7)The �nal result (6) an be easily understood as a result of a multipleseesaw-type diagram obtained by integrating out the heavy �elds 	1; 	2;	3; 	4 and inserting the appropriate Higgs v.e.v.(s). The �rst step is tointegrate out the weak fermion doublets  3;  4. The Majorana mass matrix(4) is then modi�ed to M2 = �M1 M2M2 2m4m5M3 � : (8)The seond step involves integrating out the singlet  1;  2 fermion �elds inthe remaining 3� 3 mass matrixM3 = 0� 0 m1 0m1 M1 M20 M2 2m4m5M3 1A ; (9)leading to the eigenvalues �2;3 in (3) and �1 = m� in (6).



2550 E. Dudas, C.A. SavoyThe Lagrangian leading to the mass matrix (2) breaks the U(1) leptonnumber whih we de�ne to at on the various �elds as�L ! ei��L ;  1 ! e�i� 1 ;  2 ! ei� 2 ; 3 ! e�i� 3 ;  4 ! e�i� 4 : (10)The breaking of the lepton number (by �L = 2) is due to the Majoranamass parameters M1 and M3. However, onlyM3 is relevant for the neutrinomass generation. The smallness of the neutrino mass (6) is then understoodby the fat  3 and  4 do not diretly ouple to the lightest neutrino. Thetransmission of the lepton number breaking goes therefore through the heavyfermions  1;  2 and generates a ubi suppression in the heavy masses (6).We now add the usual mass for the eletron and a new mass mixing  +3and the right-handed eletron in the e�etive theory. The harged leptonmass matrix in the theory is of the form�eL	+3 �� m6 0m7 M3 �� eR	�4 � ; (11)and the physial eletron mass is approximately given by me � m6 , whilethe harged new leptons have a mass of order M3. The physial hargedstates mix slightly the light and the heavy states. The physial eletronstate is for example given byjêRi ' jeRi � m7M3 j	�4 i ; jêLi ' jeLi � m7m6M23 j	�3 i : (12)With the minimal �eld ontent (2) only one neutrino linear ombinationaquires a mass at tree level. In order to give a tree-level mass of the type(6) for a seond neutrino, we need a seond pair of singlet �elds  5;  6 anda seond pair of weak fermion doublets  7;  8. The seond light neutrinoshould ouple to  1 and  5, but not to  2 and  6. The need of doubling theexoti fermion spetrum an be easily shown by following the integratingout proedure outlined above. Indeed, �rst of all we need to double thesinglet fermion ontent in order to provide two (linear ombinations of)light neutrinos to ouple to two di�erent singlets. On the other hand, byintegrating out the weak doublets we generate the Majorana mass matrixfor the singlet �elds. With only one pair of weak doublets, the Majoranamass matrix for the singlets will have zero eigenvalues and as a result onezero mass eigenstate will survive in the physial spetrum. Adding a seondpair of weak doublets will solve this problem by generating large Majoranamasses for all singlets  1;  2;  5;  6. The harge lepton mass matrix in this



Multiple Seesaw at Low Energy 2551ase is a straightforward generalization of (11). The light harged states getmixed with heavy harged leptons, analogously to (12). By promoting themass entries in (2) and (11) to 3 � 3 matries in the �avor spae, all thethree light neutrinos get masses.The mixing between the light and the heavy states (7) and (12) generatesontributions to the anomalous magneti moment of the eletron and muon,the eletri dipole moment and �! e. For values of the fundamental sale100 TeV < M < 1000 TeV, the mixings are, however, very small and theresults of suh proesses are experimentally unobservable, independently ofthe mixing angles between the light neutrino �avors.There already exist in the literature other mehanisms [2℄ for gettingsmall neutrino masses in the presene of large extra dimensions in modelswith a low string sale [3, 4℄. The mehanism we put forward in our paperdoes not rely ruially on large extra dimensions. Its phenomenology isdi�erent in nature from the previous ones and future experiments oulddistinguish it from other mehanisms.The model just presented was based on a minimal �eld ontent and aspei� mass matrix (2), whih ontained a ertain number of importantzeros. Their presene must be assured by some symmetry of the underlyingtheory. We were unable to �nd suh a symmetry for an appropriate non-supersymmetri extension of the Standard Model. The simplest example wefound has low-energy supersymmetry and an additional Abelian symmetry,to be explained in the next setion.2. A supersymmetri example based on an Abelian symmetryThe goal of this setion is to present an expliit example of a symmetrywhih produes a mass matrix of the form (2). It will also forbid radia-tive orretions to generate the usual seesaw neutrino mass by symmetryarguments. The model we onsider is the minimal SuperSymmetri Stan-dard Model (MSSM), enlarged with two additional super�eld singlets �1; �2and two super�elds �3; �4 of SU(2)L� U(1)Y quantum numbers (2;�1=2),(2; 1=2). Their fermioni omponents are the heavy fermion �elds present inthe previous setion. The model is, therefore, the minimal supersymmetriza-tion of the previous one. The symmetry whih will guarantee the existeneof the mass matrix (2) is an Abelian U(1)X symmetry. For the purpose ofthe present setion , its nature (global or loal, family dependent or indepen-dent) is irrelevant. We will ome bak later on its interesting impliations ifthe symmetry is loal. There are several possible harge assignments whihful�ll our requirements and we just present here one partiularly interestingexample. We denote by small letters h1; h2; l : : : the U(1)X harges of theMSSM �elds H1;H2; L : : : and by x1 : : : x4 the U(1)X harges of the heavy



2552 E. Dudas, C.A. Savoysuper�elds �1 : : : �4. As usual, we assume the existene of the (super)�eld �singlet under the Standard Model of U(1)X harge �1, whose salar v.e.v.spontaneously breaks the Abelian symmetry. We also assume, for reasons re-lated to proton stability and lepton �avor violation, the existene of R-parityunder whih the heavy super�elds �1 : : : �4 have a matter-type parity.We onsider the harge assignments:h1 = 4 ; h2 = 0 ; l = �1 ; e = 0 ; x1 = x3 = 2 ; x2 = x4 = �2 :(13)The relevant terms in the superpotential of this model, ompatible withholomorphiity and the harge assignment (13) areW = �1� �M�LH2�1 + �2� �M�4H2�1�3 + �3� �M�4H1�1�4+�4H2�2�3 + �5H1�2�4 +M 01� �M�4 �1�1 +M 02 �1�2+M 03�3�4 + �0� �M�4H1H2 + �6"3LEH1 + "6�7�3EH1 ; (14)whereM is the fundamental mass sale of the model. We denote the variousv.e.v.'s by h�i=M � " << 1, hH1;2i � v1;2. Due to their large supersymmet-ri masses in (14), assumed to be muh larger than that the supersymmetrybreaking sale, the salar omponents of �1 � � ��4 get no v.e.v's. Then thefermioni mass matrix derived from (14) is preisely of the form (2), withthe various mass parameters being equal tom1 = �1 " v2 ; m2 = �2 "4v2 ; m3 = �3 "4v1 ; m4 = �2v2 ; m5 = �5v1 ;M1 = M 01 "4 ; M2 =M 02 ; M3 =M 03 ; � = �0 "4 : (15)The natural values for the �fundamental� ouplings in (14) are �i � 1 andM 0i ; �0 � M . In this ase, by applying the expression (6), we obtain theneutrino mass m� � "2 v32v1M3 : (16)For low values of tan � = v2=v1 and by taking as a partiular example thevalue " ' 0:22 motivated by onsidering the Abelian symmetry U(1)X as re-sponsible for the generation of fermion masses and mixings (see next setion),we �nd from (16) for the eletron neutrinoM � 500 TeV. By a slight hangeof harge assignments we an also onsistently �nd 100 TeV<M<1000 TeV.Notie that the harge assignment (13) generates an e�etive �-term in (15)of the order (1=400) M , whih is, therefore, in the eletroweak energy range.



Multiple Seesaw at Low Energy 2553Consequently, the model automatially produes a suessful �-term in thelow-energy theory.In this model the absene of the seesaw operator LLH2H2 after integrat-ing out the vetor-like heavy states is not an aident. This operator hasU(1)X harge �2 and is forbidden by holomorphiity in the superpotential1.On the other hand, the neutrino mass (16) obtained by integrating out theheavy states is desribed by the higher-dimensional operator"2M3 LLH2H2 (H1H2) ; (17)of U(1)X harge 2 that an appear in the superpotential. As we just proved,this operator is indeed produed at tree-level by a diagram ontaining threepropagators of massive states. The harge of the operator (17) explainsalso the "2 fator in (16). Notie also that the imposition of R-parity andassignment of matter parity for the heavy �elds �1 � � ��4 forbids in the su-perpotential operators of the typeM5� �M�2 H2�3 +M6� �M�2 H1�4 : (18)Operators of the type (18), if present, would generate mixings of the heavyleptons with Higgsinos whih would ask for a more areful treatment of theresulting (7 � 7) mass matrix. It is not obvious that suh terms would de-stroy the predition for the neutrino mass (16) or reate other serious prob-lems, but we hoose here the simple option of eliminating them by imposingR-parity.The lepton �avor violating proesses in our model are of two types. The�rst are typial of supersymmetri models and onstrains as usual the spar-tile spetrum. The seond type are generated by the new lepton violatingsetor �1 : : : �4 in the superpotential (14). They put a lower bound on thefundamental sale, whih is however largely satis�ed in our lass of modelsby imposing phenomenologially relevant values for neutrino masses.3. Eletroweak angle and Froggatt�Nielsen mehanismat low energyUp to now the details of the Abelian �avor symmetry were irrelevant forproduing the multiple seesaw mehanism we are proposing. We are now1 Atually, non-analytiity in " of the type 1="n an be found in the superpotentialif hiral-type, with respet of U(1)X , heavy states are integrated out. A su�ientondition to obtain analyti superpotential in " is to integrate out vetor-like heavystates, whih is indeed the ase under onsideration.



2554 E. Dudas, C.A. Savoytempted to go one step further and try to use the U(1)X symmetry as ahorizontal symmetry responsible for the generation of fermion masses andmixings [5℄. The quark and harged lepton mass matries in this frameworkan be related to mixed anomalies of U(1)X with the Standard Model gaugegroup [6℄. Let us denote by A1; A2; A3 the mixed anomalies [U(1)Y ℄2 U(1)X ,[SU(2)L℄2 U(1)X and [SU(3)℄2 U(1)X respetively. A straightforward gen-eralization of the results of [6℄ give the relations between the determinantsof the up quark YU, down quark YD and harged leptons YL mass matriesdet(Y �2D Y 2L ) = "A1+A2� 83A3�2(h1+h2)�2(x3+x4) ;det(YUY �2D Y 3L ) = " 32 (A1+A2�2A3)�3(x3+x4) : (19)Let us de�ne the number x = h1 + q3 + d3 = d1 + l3 + e3 related to theangle tan� = (v2=v1) approximately by the relation tan� = (mt=mb) "x.Phenomenologially relevant values of x are then x = 0; 1; 2. Consideringthe most viable mass matries obtained in the referenes [6, 7℄ we �nd therelations A1 +A2 � 2A3 = 12 + 2x+ 2(x3 + x4) ;A1 +A2 � 83A3 = 2(h1 + h2 + x3 + x4) : (20)If we insert the harges (13) and onsider the large tan� regime x = 0, wenaturally �nd a solution to the Eqs. (20)A1 = 3A2 ; A2 = A3 : (21)In the regime tan� � 1 , we also �nd the solution (21) provided that wehange slightly the H1 Higgs U(1)X harge to h1 = 5. The relation (21)provides an interesting hint for the value of the weak mixing angle in suh amodel with low fundamental sale [3℄. Indeed, in an e�etive string theoryontext, the values of the mixed gauge anomalies an be related to the valueof the weak mixing angle at the energy sale, where the �avor symmetryis spontaneously broken. The relevant string theory under onsideration ishere Type I string theory with low fundamental mass sale MI � M . TheSU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge groups leave on a stak of �eletroweak� branes.The tree-level gauge ouplings in this ase are given by (we onsider forillustration D9 branes) [10℄ 4�2g2a = s+ sakmk ; (22)where s = ReS is the four-dimensional dilaton and mk = ReMk are twistedmoduli present in orbifold-type ompati�ations. Under the U(1)X gauge



Multiple Seesaw at Low Energy 2555transformation the twisted moduli get shifted aording toVX ! VX + i2(�� ��) ;Mk !Mk + 12"k� : (23)Let us onsider for simpliity the ase of just one relevant twisted modu-lusM . In this ase, the mixed anomalies are aneled provided the followingondition holds "4�2 = A1s1 = A2s2 = A3s3 : (24)If the twisted �eld has a rather large v.e.v. hmi � hsi, then the weak mixingangle at the sale of the symmetry breakingM is determined by the relationsin2 �W ' s2s1 + s2 = A2A1 +A2 = 14 : (25)This value is rather lose to the experimentally measured one at the MZsale sin2 �W ' 0:231, as pointed long ago by Weinberg and reemphasizedreently in [9℄ in spei� models. The model we put forward here is theMSSM with an additional Abelian symmetry. It is, therefore, natural toanalyze the RGE for the gauge ouplings and to expliitly �nd the energysale at whih (25) holds. A straightforward omputation, with the one-loop�-funtions of the SM between MZ and an e�etive MSSM threshold, MS ,and with the MSSM �-funtions above MS gives for the sale �0 where(25)holds the expression�0 =MZ �MZMS �1=4 e�4 h 1�Y (MZ)� 3�2(MZ ) i ' 90� 150 TeV ; (26)a value within the energy range of the fundamental sale of our model.We onsider (25),(26) as an enouraging hint in order to embed our modelontaining the additional lepton-like multiplets into a fundamental theory.The relation A2 = A3 in (21) implies s2 = s3 and, therefore, uni�ationof the SU(3) strong oupling with the SU(2)L gauge oupling at the stringsale. Even if this is an appealing feature, the logarithmi evolution of gaugeouplings [11℄ annot explain this strong�weak uni�ation. There are severalpossibilities in order to overome this di�ulty. One possibility we mentionhere is the ase where the SU(3) strong interation brane (but not theeletroweak branes) experiene a new large ompat dimension in the TeVrange [12℄. The strong oupling will then start having a power-law evolution[4,13℄ and it will unify with the weak SU(2)L oupling at low energy. This is
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